
More Studies Confirm the COVID Jab Does More…

A peer-reviewed scientific review calls for the immediate suspension of all COVID shots as real-world
data show they cause more harm than good.
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Writes Lioness of Judah Ministry Exposing The Darkness Oct 3

Phasing out the human race will solve every problem on earth, social and environmental - David

Foreman

“The earth has cancer and the cancer is man” - Club of Rome

Pfizer Documents Show FDA Knew of Death Risk

https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/dr-michael-yeadon-this-must-stop

THE COVID-19 FRAUD and WAR ON HUMANITY

" Make no mistake, we are currently being assailed by a worldwide fraud of such scale and

malevolence that it threatens our very existence as we know it on this planet "

https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/the-covid-19-fraud-and-war-on-humanity

Dr. Michael Yeadon: The Most Important Single Message I’ve Ever Written

https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/dr-michael-yeadon-the-most-important
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Guillermou Oct 3

Thank you Lioness of Judah Ministry for your great dedication to spreading the truth of this

plandemic. Many people convinced of the effectiveness of genetic weapons now see the serious

dangers they cause.

A Belgian immunologist and leading medical analyst has received a booster shot against Covid,

his third dose of Pfizer's clot-busting vaccine, and is now suffering from a barrage of cancerous

lesions in his lymph nodes. Michel Goldman, who used to run an institute for vaccine technology

analysis, had been very outspoken about promoting the "safety" of covid injections, especially

mRNA, he now says he was dead wrong.

Like so many others who pepper his unsubstantiated views on Fauci flu shots, Goldman now

suffers the irony of his own advice. His cancer prognosis, according to diagnoses, has been

severely exacerbated by clot injections and, in particular, by bracing. Now even the best

immunologists who received the clot injections not only admit it, but also suffer the

consequences. mRNA vaccines instruct human cells to create an endless barrage of toxic spike

proteins (prions) in the vascular system, which spread throughout the body, despite what was

said at the beginning that they remain in the place of the injection.

Now, most cancers are linked to mRNA vaccines, and the vaccine industrial complex and the fake

news media (MSM) are doing their best to keep it all a secret. Goldman's cancer is the type that

attacks the T cells that coordinate the body's immune response to invading pathogens. However,

mRNA vaccines create billions of invading pathogens to stimulate an immune response to SARS-

CoV-2. Now, Goldman's T-cell lymphoma has just been aided in its invasion by an entire army of

pathogens, and there is no end in sight to its continuing barrage. The mRNA vaccines have

stimulated tumors and lesions, making Goldman's cancer much, much worse.

https://breast-cancers.com/2022/09/24/did-a-well-known-physicians-covid-shot-make-his-

most-cancers-worse/ (09/24/2022)

NEW PAPER CONFIRMS THE COVID VACCINES KILL BRAIN CELLS AND HEART CELLS LEADING

TO DEATH

The CDC isn't going to tell you any of this. Today, it's the job of "misinformation spreaders" like

me to let you know what is in the most respected peer-reviewed scientific journals.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/it-is-now-known-that-the-covid-vaccines?utm_source=post-

email-title&publication_id=548354&post_id=76122300&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email

(10/03/2022)

EXCLUSIVE: PROOF THAT THE CDC IS DELIBERATELY IGNORING THE SAFETY SIGNALS FROM

THE COVID VAX

I told the CDC that the formula they use to trigger safety signals was seriously flawed in Aug

2021. They ignored me. But even using their own flawed formula, "death" should have triggered a

signal.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/unassailable-proof-of-incompetence?utm_source=post-

email-title&publication_id=548354&post_id=76300605&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email

(10/04/2022)
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Guillermou Oct 3

After Europe approved the COVID vaxxine for kids, excessive deaths in children increased by

755%. Recent studies now prove that the COVID vaxxine are being transmitted to children

through the vaxxinated mothers’ breastmilk. A recent Harvard study shows that the COVID

vaxxines are far more dangerous than COVID-19, itself. And the CDC has quietly acknowledged

all this. All of these facts were explicitly labeled “False” by the mainstream narrative.The

awakening masses are now aware that these experimental vaxxines are deadly and that we are all

being lied to………………..The latest video from Greg Reese. By Alexandra Bruce

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2022/10/no_author/deadly-covid-vaccines-and-the-mysterious-

downward-spiral/ (10/04/2022)
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Guillermou Oct 3

57 TOP SCIENTISTS AND DOCTORS RELEASE SHOCKING STUDY ON COVID VACCINES AND

DEMAND IMMEDIATE STOP TO ALL VACCINATIONS

A group of 57 leading scientists, physicians and policy experts have released a report questioning

the safety and efficacy of current COVID-19 vaccines and are now calling for an immediate end to

all vaccine programs.

There are two certainties regarding the global distribution of Covid-19 vaccines. The first is that

governments and the vast majority of the mainstream media are pushing hard for these

experimental drugs to reach as many people as possible. The second is that those who are willing

to face the contempt that comes with asking serious questions about vaccines are critical players

in our ongoing effort to spread the truth.

Most people simply follow the orders of the governments of the world, as if they have earned our

complete trust. These scientists have not. This manuscript is a step forward in terms of

responsibility and free flow of information on this crucial topic. Take the time to read it and share

it widely.

https://assets-global.website-

files.com/606d3dece4ec3c3866cc798a/60a5fefe3fe8d037213924b0_2021%2057%20Top%20

Scientists%20and%20Doctors-%20Stop%20All%20Covid%20Vaccinations%20-

%20NewsVoice.pdf
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Guillermou Oct 3

NEW PAPER CONFIRMS THE COVID VACCINES KILL BRAIN CELLS AND HEART CELLS LEADING

TO DEATH

The CDC isn't going to tell you any of this. Today, it's the job of "misinformation spreaders" like

me to let you know what is in the most respected peer-reviewed scientific journals.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/it-is-now-known-that-the-covid-vaccines?utm_source=post-

email-title&publication_id=548354&post_id=76122300&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email

(10/03/2022)

EXCLUSIVE: PROOF THAT THE CDC IS DELIBERATELY IGNORING THE SAFETY SIGNALS FROM

THE COVID VAX

I told the CDC that the formula they use to trigger safety signals was seriously flawed in Aug

2021. They ignored me. But even using their own flawed formula, "death" should have triggered a

signal.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/unassailable-proof-of-incompetence?utm_source=post-

email-title&publication_id=548354&post_id=76300605&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email

(10/04/2022)
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Al 1942 Oct 4

When I first heard of the MRNa shot I told my wife "it sounds like a 'time bomb'".

Looks like I was right, no?
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Jackaroni Oct 4

When I first read about the MRNa shot it was not yet approved. It was touted as not

providing immunity, but reduced the "severity of moderate symptoms" . Since it was

highly experimental, didn't provide immunity and only reduced the severity of

"moderate" symptoms, not the severe symptoms that disable and kill, I opted not to get

the jab as it seemed to me to provide little benefit at great risk. Guess I was right!
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Guillermou Oct 4

DEATH SHOT: JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION ADMITS THAT

VACCINATED MOTHERS ARE PASSING ON MRNA IN THEIR BREASTMILK.

On September 26th, the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) published a study

that contradicts the mainstream media and health authorities, demonstrating that mothers who

received an mRNA Covid-19 vaccine are shedding that mRNA in their breastmilk.

The study is titled “Detection of Messenger RNA COVID-19 Vaccines in Human Breast Milk,” by

Nazeeh Hanna, MD, Ari Heffes-Doon, MD, and Xinhua Lin, PhD.

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/fullarticle/2796427.(09/30/2022)

https://winepressnews.com/2022/09/30/death-shot-journal-of-the-american-medical-

association-admits-that-vaccinated-mothers-are-passing-on-mrna-in-their- breastmilk/

(09/3'/2022)
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Mirandola Oct 4

I knew someone who was concerned that her two month old nursing infant might get sick

from nursing after the mother was "vaccinated" with the MRNA genetic modification jab.

The mother did not want the "vaccine", but felt arm twisted based on pressure in order to

keep her job. The doctor,according to the mother, told her that the infant would gain

immunity as he nursed after she got the vax. The mother told me that the baby threw up for

two days after she had been "vaccinated" for COVID. The ignorance of doctors is absolutely

shocking and also, irresponsible.
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Arctic Circle Oct 4

How is the baby now ?
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Sue Dough Oct 4

The resilience of the human has been tested since the early dawn, yet mother nature has cared

and nurtured humanity through it all. … All but stupidity.
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randall stoehr Oct 4

With the hunter/gatherer now erased from the advent of Modern Tech Digital Society,

perhaps this "0" exertion of the body and sitting on ones glutamic maxima for more than 12

hrs a day, the only exercise is the the moving of a mouse and eyeballs. So instead of thinking

a pill or the Jab is the absolute total package in medicine, because the world is brought to

you by Pfizers hypnotic trances, Maybe try a gym membership and some great nutrition

videos instead. The motion is the lotion, that's greater than any potion!!
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Writes Alex Lekas Thinking out loud Oct 4

Oddly we never ever see one of these people volunteering to be part of the solution.
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Writes Brian Allen Brian’s Newsletter Oct 4

Which "these people" are you referring to?
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Mirandola Oct 4 · edited Oct 4

What's absolutely crazy is the way these "vaccines" are designed in the first place. All it takes is

for people to read one book or even one summarizing article about the way the immune system

works. It requires no medical degree to figure out that to enhance antibodies is a dangerous

practice leading to severe inflammation and autoimmunity. Surely these euphemistically called

"Side effects" like seizures, comas , heart inflammation and deaths were anticipated in advance.

Ignorance is NOT always bliss, and wherever people blindly trust, they may not even be being

responsible. It is absolutely important to educate oneself about things related to one's health!

Several things are known, as common as the ABCs, and as basic as first day kindergarten-level

medical school training: A) The immune system has many components, all acting together in

balance. B) That key word, balance, is all important, because when out of balance, one gets

autoimmune attack or destruction of bodily tissues and inflammation. C) It is also known that

antibodies when out of balance, are pro-inflammatory and depending on the antibodies at hand,

may also lead to hyper-allergic conditions.

So what is all this hype anyway, that the "vax" increases immunity to COVID by the method of

enhancing antibody activity? It is, in legal terms, "False and misleading" to say that this is "Safe

and effective". It is instead , an inherent recipe for severe inflammation, at best! D) It is known

that the immune system recognizes self vs non-self, and attacks whatever is non-self, while

leaving self alone. So along come our brilliant FDA, CDC, WHO, and public "health" authorities,

touting the use and benefits of injections of messenger RNA, to attach to cells and thereby

render them "non-self" as far as the body is concerned. Remember that nonself leads to attack

by the immune system, which now confuses the body's own self with non-self, due to foreign

material attached to those cells. Tissue destruction and inflammation are the result. And being

genetic modification, this becomes a PERMANENT state of affairs! Now come on, how "Safe and

effective" is that?

continued below
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Mirandola Oct 4 · edited Oct 4

Continuing from above

Oh, I forgot. The lipid nanoparticles. They were as best as I understand it, added to the jab to

mask the presence of these non-self ingredients. The problem with that is that these toxic

lipids don't belong floating in the bloodstream and coating every cell in the human body, to

begin with!

Toxic materials are triggers for autoimmune attack! What foolery governs the "Thinking" of

those who designed these jabs, is above and beyond over the top.

To conclude, I believe the time will come--- and fast too---- that people will defect in droves

from mainstream medicine to naturopathic. Ten years ago, 28% of people USA wide were

using alternative or complimentary medicine, due to so-called "Side effects" from

mainstream medicine. These can include coma, seizures, death www.drugs.com it is no

laughing matter!

And then they call the naturopaths the quacks! It is time to turn the tables.

Disclaimer: I am not a doctor ,but a well read layperson. That does not mean that I am not a

critical thinker and as a person who has suffered from autoimmunity, I have done a lot of

research about health. It is my right, it is my duty to analyze and share wherever I believe

there is a frank concern. I represent the information above based on my best understanding

but not with the authority of a physician. Please use this information as material based on

which to ask your doctor questions. Doctors have every legal and moral obligation to think

carefully.
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Sue Dough Oct 4

Dr! I have already made the decision to move on rather than see an executioner. Need

to tape that to my chest in case I am out of it
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Yes Mirandola, first came 9/11, which the government used to transform itself into a police

state. Then came the COVID-19 pandemic, which the police state used to test its lockdown

powers.

In light of the government's tendency to exploit crises (legitimate or fabricated) and

capitalize on the nation's heightened emotions, confusion, and fear as a means of extending

the reach of the police state, one has to wonder what crisis it will declare to continuation. It's

a pretty simple formula: first, you create fear, then you capitalize on it by taking power.

Terrorist attacks, mass shootings, “unforeseen economic collapse, breakdown of functioning

political and legal order, intentional internal resistance or insurgency, widespread public

health emergencies, and catastrophic natural and human-made disasters” – the government

has been anticipating and preparing for such crises. during years . now _

As David C. Unger writes for the New York Times: “Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness

have given way to permanent crisis management: surveillance of the planet, and preemptive

wars of ideological containment, usually in terrain chosen and favorable to our enemies.

Limited government and constitutional accountability have been sidelined by the kind of

imperial presidency that our constitutional system was explicitly designed to prevent."

https://www.globalresearch.ca/first-came-911-then-covid-19-whats-next-crisis-lockdown-

nation/5792784?

utm_campaign=magnet&utm_source=article_page&utm_medium=related_articles

(08/09/2022)
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The United States government that has become a master of deception. This is a government

that lies, cheats, steals, spies, kills, maims, enslaves, breaks laws, overreaches its authority,

and abuses its power at almost every turn; it treats its citizens as faceless statistics and

economic units to be bought, sold, traded, traded, and tracked; and he wages wars for

profit, imprisons his own people for profit, and has no qualms about extending his reign of

terror abroad.

Worse still, this is a government that has become almost indistinguishable from the evil it

claims to be fighting, whether that evil takes the form of terrorism, torture, drug trafficking,

sex trafficking, murder, violence, robbery, pornography, scientific experimentation, or some

other other . diabolical means of inflicting pain, suffering and servitude on humanity.

With each passing day, it becomes painfully clear that this is not a government that can be

trusted with your life, your loved ones, your livelihood, or your freedoms.

Recently, for example, the Pentagon was forced to order a comprehensive review of US

clandestine psychological warfare operations. USA. (psy ops) conducted through social

media platforms. The investigation comes in response to reports suggesting the US military

has been creating fake personas with AI-generated profile pictures and fictitious media sites

on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to manipulate social media users.

Psychological warfare, as the US Army's 4th Psychological Operations Group explained in a

recruiting video released earlier this year, allows the government to pull the strings, to

weaponize everything it touches, to be in all parties, deceive, persuade, change, influence

and inspire. .

https://www.globalresearch.ca/masters-deceit-government-propaganda-fear-mind-control-

brain-warfare/5794214 (09/22/2022)
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Mirandola Oct 4

Guillermou, you summarize it very well. It is a life lived in....breathlessness...fairly

constantly....in the USA ever since 9-11-01 happened. And various other crises---

constant ones----since then have been ongoing, not merely with COVID....as if that

wasn't enough. It is time for the people to see through the tactics at last. You are right,

Guillermou, to say that a crisis can be false or legitimate, but that either way they are

exploited for the same gains. It is a sick game and a sick psychology behind it which

suffers no qualms and no remorse for inflicting unhappiness and suffering on masses of

people. Some people do not belong walking the streets, let alone in public power.

Throw the bums out of office!
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God Bless America Oct 3

Happy to have found your substack… thank you Dr. Mercola…

Prayers and blessings 

🙏🙏🙏😊
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Steph Oct 3

Del has some additional info you might have interest in.

https://www.icandecide.org/v-safe/
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Sherman Oct 3

On the HIghwire home page is a 2-minute accompanying video with Del explaining why and how

the ICAN network had to build a dashboard for massive volume of released data, as the US CDC

had not bothered to do so.
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Nostradamus Oct 3

Disclaimer of Liability ™

Whilst we endeavor to make our products toxic (1,291 side effects), we make no representations or

warranties of any kind, express or implied about their efficacy and safety.

We cannot guarantee that your gene 144 won’t be deleted, your X / Y Chromosome won’t be inverted,

your gene 69-70 won’t be deleted or mutated, that you may experience loss-of-function due to

protein folding, that your gene E1, E3, E4 won’t be deleted, that you won’t receive shots full of

magnetic graphene oxides, nano-biosensors and self-integrated bio-circuits (motherboards,

transistors, routers, antennas, etc…).

We do not guarantee that you won’t be MAC Addressed as per Clown Schwab’s instructions (COVID

-19 is a rare but narrow window of opportunity to rethink, reinvent, reset our world), that your Cancer

Fighting CD8 T Cells won’t be suppressed.

“Let's be clear, the future is not just happening; the future is built by us, a powerful community here in

this room. We have the means to impose the state of the world (Clown Schwab, Davos 2022)”.

By using our products you agree that you automatically become legally a trans-human and therefore

our property since you are GM-modified using our patented MmRNAs (CERTIORARI 12–398).

Trans-humans do not enjoy any human or other rights of a state and this applies worldwide. Our

patents are under US jurisdiction and law, where they were registered.

Any reliance you place on our products is therefore strictly at your own risk.

We care,

CEOs Murderna & Schizer.

...

Dr. Red Pill Fact Checker: They make sh$t!

� Schizer (1minute video)

https://librti.com/page/view-video?id=1438

� Murderna (1minute video)

https://librti.com/page/view-video?id=1515

� Micro-Tech in COMIRNATY Quackcine – New Zealand D SOS

https://nzdsos.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Presentation-Microtech.pdf

� How to Detect your MAC Address (e.g: “Pfizer borg 00:00:5e:00:53:af”)

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/are-you-or-someone-around-you-chipped-how-to-find-out/

� Micro-Tech Patents (50) – Charles Lieber – Caught!

https://drtrozzi.org/2021/12/30/nanotech-expert-charles-lieber-first-high-level-covid-criminal-

convicted/

� Covid-19 Quackcines Worldwide Democide - 1,291 Side Effects – Schizer Approval Document

Reveals

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/pfizer-doc-5.3.6-postmarketing-

experience.pdf#page=30

� Suppression of Cancer Fighting CD8 T Cells - 100% of People Tested pre and post Covid-

injections.

https://drtrozzi.org/2022/04/06/global-cancer-rates-exploding-post-vaccines-being-covered-up/

� Safe and Defective: 16 German and Austrian Mayors Under 60 Are 'Suddenly and Unexpectedly'

Dropping Dead.

https://rairfoundation.com/epidemic-german-and-austrian-mayors-under-60-aresuddenly-and-

unexpectedly-dropping-dead/

� Schizer Massive Data Fraud: Time to Lock them all Up!

https://drtrozzi.org/2022/04/29/time-to-lock-them-up/

� How Bad is my Batch?

https://howbadismybatch.com/

� The Covid Lies of the Century

https://doctors4covidethics.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/The-Covid-Lies-updated.pdf

� Murderna Quackcine Patented 9 Months Before Plandemic on 2019-03-28

https://www.veteranstoday.com/2022/04/11/moderna-vaccine-patented-9-months-before-pandemic-

thanks-to-the-fauci-baric-manmade-sars-viruses/

� Covid-19 Plandemic Blueprint – RKM Lockstep 2010 Report.

https://themillenniumreport.com/2020/07/rockefeller-lockstep-2010-was-blueprint-for-2020-covid-

19-pandemic/

� Event 201, a High-level Pandemic Exercise on October 18, 2019, in New York

https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/

� 50 Efficacy Studies that Rebuke Vaccine Mandates

https://brownstone.org/articles/16-studies-on-vaccine-efficacy/

� United States D.O.D issued a contract for ‘COVID-19 Research’ in Ukraine 3 months before COVID-

19 officially existed

https://expose-news.com/2022/05/18/us-dod-covid-research-contract-nov-2019/

� Ten different surveys all show the vaccines are not "safe and effective" -- not even close

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/eight-different-surveys-all-show?utm_source=email&s=r

� CastruDoh | Covid Terrorism, Murder, and Racketeering

https://drtrozzi.org/2022/05/28/dr-david-martin-covid-terrorism-murder-and-racketeering/

� We declare government and medical agencies must be held accountable!

https://globalcovidsummit.org/news/declaration-iv-restore-scientific-integrity

� Planned Worldwide Infanticides

https://palexander.substack.com/p/warning-fda-cdc-nih-moderna-and-pfizer?s=r

� 'Blow-up Pandemic Mortuary' Set up in 2019 - UK

https://francesleader.substack.com/p/covid-truth-by-uk-funeral-director?s=r

� EXCLUSIVE: Shocking microscopy photos of blood clots extracted from those who “suddenly died”

– crystalline structures, nanowires, chalky particles and fibrous structures

https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-06-12-blood-clots-microscopy-suddenly-died.html

� Graphene COVID Kill Shots: Let the Evidence Speak for Itself

https://www.globalresearch.ca/graphene-covid-kill-shots-let-evidence-speak-itself/5763418

� Dr. Ryan Cole: COVID Vaccines Are Producing Unusual And Surprising Numbers Of Cancers

https://rumble.com/v15plmb-dr.-ryan-cole-covid-vaccines-are-producing-unusual-and-surprising-

numbers-o.html

� The "Safe and Defective" narrative is falling apart

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/the-safe-and-effective-narrative

� "The Elites are Planning to Kill Billions of People" -- Prime Minister of Malaysia (2015)

https://twitter.com/cryptowala65/status/1546003810253803521

� New evidence has been submitted to the ICC alleging World Governments are complicit in

genocide and crimes against humanity - includes a sworn affidavit from Prof. Luc A. Montagnier.

https://expose-news.com/2021/08/22/new-evidence-submitted-icc-alleging-world-governments-

committed-gonocide/

� Boris Johnson's Father Wants to Reduce Britain’s Population to Around "10 or 15 million" by 2025.

(2012)

https://twitter.com/FBNHistory/status/1547685928042278915?

utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
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Leslie Benjamini Oct 3

Nostradamus, please see my comment below linked to one of these links about Charles Lieber

arrest. Also the link about how to find out if someone has a MAC address is only for Android

phones, it doesn’t say anything about iPhones.
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Writes Hillary Han Astro Imundo Mews Oct 3

This is really good!
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Nostradamus Oct 4

I've being posting this since December 2021. Since then millions have still been genetically

modified around the globe and thousands died. That was before the videos showing nano-

wires in the blood of the jabbed even started coming out!

Can you wake up people who don't want to see or hear the truth?
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Sherman Oct 3

Whoa, so much historical information! Went down a Steve Kirsch link last night to another

substack article with a comprehensive outline of how SADS occurs and the slow-kill, averaging 5

months from these shots. Here's a link to a series called Forgotten Side of Medicine: How Do

https://substack.com/profile/25123913-dr-joseph-mercola
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/covid-shots-cause-more-harm-than-good
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/covid-shots-cause-more-harm-than-good
https://substack.com/profile/25123913-dr-joseph-mercola
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https://substack.com/profile/1546733-kundaliniandcelltowers
https://substack.com/profile/6106214-lioness-of-judah-ministry
https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=web&utm_content=comment_metadata
javascript:void(0)
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/covid-shots-cause-more-harm-than-good/comment/9475930
https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/dr-michael-yeadon-this-must-stop
https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/the-covid-19-fraud-and-war-on-humanity
https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/dr-michael-yeadon-the-most-important
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https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/it-is-now-known-that-the-covid-vaccines?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=548354&post_id=76122300&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/unassailable-proof-of-incompetence?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=548354&post_id=76300605&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email
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Vaccines Cause Sudden Death? - https://amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/how-do-vaccines-

cause-sudden-death - didn't finish the lessons in blood flow, particle direction and pressure

however near the end there's an embedded video Dr Richard Fleming working in real time,

showing blood clotting that may scare the sh*t out of most.

2 Reply Collapse

Leslie Benjamini Oct 3

Well I’m not reading it before sleep. But it applies to jabbed people, right?

1 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Leslie Benjamini Oct 3

If you are jabbed......

1 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Mirandola Oct 4

Years ago, the ACLU was writing about cloned babies and the legal implications to civil liberties,

since gene patenting and insertion of such patented genes into any human being, implied

ownership of that person's body. Along come the MRNA "Vaccines".....what people out of

ignorance simply believe, and do not ask questions about! Whoa! this can be risky at best and

even potentially dangerous. Time for a think?

1 Reply Collapse

Writes Brian Allen Brian’s Newsletter Oct 3

These are NOT side effects. These are DESIRED effects.

12 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

randall stoehr Oct 4

Blueprinted/patented/protection/funded by the very .GOV sworn to serve and protect our nations

best interests for prosperity from foreign and domestic enemies and harms!!

The absolute worst part is the rock solid legal protections from "ALL" liabilities ever!

That in itself was the greatest blunder written in legal history in 1986! Not that darn long ago!

Reply Collapse

Richard Wright Oct 3

Important information.

RW

1 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Meg Oct 3

Thank you Dr Mercola for being there for us. I’m so sorry about the horrible crime they did to your

account. I will follow and support you wherever you go!

10 Reply Collapse

Nostradamus Oct 3

� Certificate of Achievement: Surviving the Greatest Psychological Fear Campaign in Human History

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FbHMyVEVsAE_Hkp?format=jpg&name=medium

8 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Really! Oct 4

Printed, framed and hanging on the wall!

1 Reply Collapse

Nostradamus Oct 4

Please don't forget to share it!

Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Really! Oct 4

You've got it! Have had some doors closed to me, however, when one door closes

another opens..... or maybe a window.

Reply Collapse

Writes Aznasimage Aznasimage’s Newsletter Oct 3

Thank you for confirming and enlightening. My regards to the loss of your father under such alarming

circumstances.

Naturopathic doctors saw much of this from the very beginning. Did our mainstream Medical

communities miss it entirely or was there subterfuge?

3 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Mirandola Oct 4 · edited Oct 4

I think the day will come, and soon, that people defect in droves from mainstream medicine to

naturopathic. The naturopathic doctors actually think and play detective regarding underlying

causes of symptoms. Imagine that? Plus, only about a decade ago, 28% of the USA was using

CAM (complimentary and/or alternative medicine) due to side effects from mainstream medicine.

Side effects is a frank euphemism for severe organ and health damage. There is a reason why the

military originally called it "collateral damage". And there also is a reason---people need to be

urged to think about this---why it was renamed "Side effects". Sometimes sugarcoating the truth

is the biggest slap in the face of all.

2 Reply Collapse

Writes Aznasimage Aznasimage’s Newsletter Oct 4

They have eliminated the "No Harms" and replaced it with business models. I agree with

everything that you say.

"Side effects" used to be a red flag that stopped research until a safety profile was

established. Now it is just time to call the lawyers.

Collateral damage is really a different way to say acceptable damage.

Many of the docs I knew/worked for in the 1980's went into bartending or other means of

support when the first HMO's were established. They saw the writing on the wall.

When I roomed my first patient computers did not even exist.

It was all brain power!

Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Mirandola Oct 4 · edited Oct 4

Aznasimage I don't go for the "No harms" and "legal immunity" biz, because it is

nothing more or less than a gag order. It says, "file no litigation, have no speech!" about

whatever, including death of a loved one. Sorry, such gag orders are completely

unconstitutional, and why we the people honor them as the law of the land, sure beats

me. I think it is time for people to have a think and to wake up. I also suggest that for

people en masse to study and memorize the BIll of Rights, and to quote it, is important.

Some readers may scoff, saying that the Bill of Rights no longer does us any good. I

disagree. I have invoked the law with powers that be and have seen them turn around

based thereon. We have to hold politicians, police, judges,lawyers all accountable to the

law. It is only when we do not ,that things go rogue. Do not fight for your freedom,

invoke the bill of rights instead! And educate others about the Bill of Rights. Therein lies

our freedom, and we have to really insist on it. Use it or lose it, as they say. God bless

you all. "No state shall make or enforce laws abridging the privileges and immunities of

the citizens of the United States" ---14th amendment.

1 Reply Collapse

Writes Aznasimage Aznasimage’s Newsletter Oct 4

You are correct in today's world. I was referring to a doctor's responsibility "To do

no Harm". It used to be their mantra.

Docs were involved with patients, not politics, before medicine became a business

with H.M.O's in the 1980's.

It wasn't always like this. We, the Patient, used to have rights.

Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Writes Aznasimage Aznasimage’s Newsletter Oct 4

It seems nearly impossible to trust The American Medical Association. I certainly used to.

I imagine scores of incredibly compliant patients have lost long standing physicians over

Covid-19 vaccines.

The only people that made sense throughout Covid were Naturopathic docs. Therapeutics,

immune strengthening supplements, recognizing a virus for a virus, so treat it already!

The AMA tried to act like it was all new medicine. What was that about? Can you guess?

Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Hubris Oct 3

"Cardiologist calls for the immediate suspension of all COVID shots"

Just doesn't cut it; WEF, WHO, FDA and CDC need immediate suspension!

11 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Skupe Oct 3

Don't forget Bill Gates and the other Globalists, the Fed, NIH and getting the US out of the UN.

We just need bold politicians willing to vote for all of this.

4 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Hubris Oct 3

Politicians are irrelevant as long as the deep state stays in power; remember JFK?

6 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Hubris Oct 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nyvxt1svxso

Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Mirandola Oct 4

Skupe, yeah and a computer geek leading the world's "health" policy is scary at best, and

dangerous at ...worst? No, as clear and present truth.

2 Reply Collapse

Skupe Oct 4

He also knows nothing about nutrition either.

Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Hubris Oct 4 · edited Oct 4

He is NOT a geek... he is a monopolistic son of a b^tch and criminal!

He is a high-school drop-out; he has NO qualifications whatsoever.

Please don't insult geeks!

1 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Guillermou Oct 3

After interviewing several high-level CDC officials, Dr. Marty Makary, a surgeon and public policy

researcher at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, and Dr. Tracy Beth Høeg, an epidemiologist and

biomedical communications consultant, revealed that the CDC overwhelmingly relies on "weak or

flawed data to make critically important public health decisions," that these decisions "are being

driven by what is politically acceptable to people in Washington or to the world." Biden."

https://www.naturalhealth365.com/cdc-used-flawed-reports-to-manipulate-americans-

throughout-the-covid-19-pandemic.html (09/19/2022)

And as Dr. Mercola's video reports, Dr. Aseem Malhotra, a British cardiologist who previously

supported COVID-19 vaccines, has been the subject of breaking news for demanding a global

halt to the distribution of vaccines. same vaccines he once promoted. His late father, Dr. Kailand

Chand, a general practitioner, former Vice President of the British Medical Association (BMA) and

his Honorary Vice President, also took two doses of Pfizer's mRNA injection. Dr. Chand was

awarded the honorary Order of the British Empire (OBE) by the late Queen Elizabeth II of the

United Kingdom in 2009. However, six months later, on July 26, 2021, Chand went into cardiac

arrest at home after experiencing chest pain.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/doctor-who-promoted-covid-shots-tv-calls-global-stop-covid-

19-vaccines-study/5795289?

utm_campaign=magnet&utm_source=article_page&utm_medium=related_articles (09/26/

2022)

3 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Mirandola Oct 4

Guillermou you are right but it goes above and beyond relying on weak data. In fact ,the FDA

and CDC routinely shut their eyes to extreme side effects, better known as severe organ and

health damage, in clinical trials and pass drugs as safe/effective, out of pure political

interest. I have attended researcher-physician's conferences and the things they had to say

were astonishing!

2 Reply Collapse

Sherman Oct 4 · edited Oct 4

Hubris, you may want to read 3 new premium articles (as a guest) on the Epoch times website:

First one - the NIH is still funding Eco-Health Alliance at the Wuhan Laboratory to the tune of

$2.76 million for more Asia-based research on potential virus that can jump to humans. WHY oh-

why - this is another grant to create even more bioweapons. (My note: The NIH is now tone deaf

and blind?) Second - the FDA is reporting on 4 new known side effects from these mRNA shots.

Third - Biden plans to require vaccns or weekly testing for 80 million private-sector workers.

Articles all dropped today, each one more demented than the prior, showing the Fed Agencies

and Executive branch capture by the Deep State, and maybe the CCP? And from Dr Malone's

substack - now appears the UN and the WEF have also partnered with bigTech to bring major

search engine results of their choosing.

1 Reply Collapse

Jennifer Oct 3

This is an excellent summary on the current state of things. Thank you for your efforts. You have been

a bastion of sanity for so many people. 

🙏😊

9 Reply Collapse

Leslie Benjamini Oct 3

Nostradamus Echo Health Alliance was just given another grant by Fauci, ( this is horrifying).

https://drtrozzi.org/2021/12/30/nanotech-expert-charles-lieber-first-high-level-covid-criminal-

convicted/

3 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Nostradamus Oct 3 · edited Oct 3

The plot is a lot thicker than that. Echo Health Alliance is the front company for all bio-weapons

programs (~400) in 25 countries.

e.g: See below the stakeholders of the bio-weapons programs in UkroNazistan.

https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/w_1456,c_limit,f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/htt

ps%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-

adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F22cb8d54-e3df-4672-82c0-

7a38bdeb5a57_1280x720.jpeg

2 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Nostradamus Oct 3

https://www.veteranstoday.com/2022/09/20/russia-presents-evidence-of-us-ukraine-

based-military-biological-activity-to-geneva-convention/

1 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Leslie Benjamini Oct 3

How are we supposed to fight corruption that massive?

2 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Nostradamus Oct 3 · edited Oct 4

Impossible!

Do not Comply!!!

I've been trying to wake up the population to the fact that it's the government that we

trust that is fighting to kill us by all means necessary. I always show the facts that are

censored by the government and its Ministry of Truth and they can be verified.

The simple question that people are not asking is this:

1 - There are 7 (seven) patents on the spike protein since 2002 that are publicly

available. They were filed as the result of bio-weapons research. i.e they're supposed to

kill humans!

2. SARS-Cov-2 virus is a bat virus (not dangerous in the wild) made deadly to humans

thanks to the spike protein (bio-weapon) by Elf Fauci et al.

How can you then fight Covid-19 (SARS-Cov-2) by turning your own body into a bio-

weapons factory that produces Spike Proteins (Covid-19 quackcines)?

If your government coerces you to get injected with known bio-weapons, should you

still consider it your government? This is a premeditated genocide. These are criminal

activities even supported by the Vatican (P2 Freemasons).

When tyranny becomes law, Resistance becomes Duty!

6 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Leslie Benjamini Oct 3

Absolutely. But that’s on a personal level & then we link together to create mass

non compliance BUT THE CORRUPTION IS SO DEEP AND WORLD WIDE 

😳

. It’s

staggering.

3 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Nostradamus Oct 3 · edited Oct 4

Do you know why all empires always end up in the dustbin of history?

We're at another bifurcation point in the history of the planet.

If you look back 1,600 years, you'll realize that we're exactly where the Roman

empire was - i.e in its last throes.

You cannot fix this type of corruption - it's universal and violates the Natural

Law. The problem here is that your Congress Woman/man does not even

know what the Natural Law is. Meaning that there is no way out of this mess.

The Natural Law cannot tolerate this type of garbage indefinitely. Believe me, I

know what I am talking about - I have many facts to back this up but how can

you wake up people who refuse to see?

When the Roman empire was crashing around ~410AD, the Romans (Pagans)

started accusing Christians for provoking their gods wrath with their new faith

(Romans had adopted Christianity as official religion ~381AD)

So, for them the (Pagan) gods were crazy and were crashing everything.

Saint Augustine defended Christianity in his book called "The City of God".

(NB: This is a philosopher and theologian and I am not a religious but in order

to understand history, you'd better read all important books.)

The key take away from the book is that for him Rome's problems had

Nothing to do with any religion. It had to do with the violation of the Natural

Law by the Roman empire since ~149BC when Rome was not Christian!

Look at recent historical facts since ~1500AD on the planet and make your

own conclusion! I am not optimistic.
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LINCOLN LOVER Oct 4

History does show what you are saying and so does the bible, even more

so and in no uncertain terms. All roads lead to Rome is not just a saying,

all roads DO lead to Rome ....REVELATION 17 AND 18.
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Leslie Benjamini Oct 4

I agree. One very visible symptom is this new fad of gender transition of

our children happily egged on by the so called medical profession many

times without the consent of the parent. I have just read that there are

between 300-600 specialized clinics performing these procedures many

times on minors. This is a symptom of a civilization gone crazy.
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Leslie Benjamini Oct 3

So, if you keep going down the rabbit hole by following different links you find there was a

case brought in the ICC re, COVID shots v. Plaintiffs in Britan in 2021. I suppose it will

languish there.

Also we don’t hear about this evidence being brought to Geneva against the United States

regarding Bio Weapons by the Russians. How will we find out what happens? Is the United

States treasonous government so tied in with the WEF & Soros, etc, etc that it won’t be held

to account?
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Nostradamus Oct 4

The ICC is just a smokescreen. Don't count on it.

It's a UN agency and the UN is part of the agenda.

Kill Gates has full diplomatic immunity too - I don't know which country he represents!
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Janet Oct 4

I believe fauci just awarded these monsters at Eco Health Alliance another half a billion

taxpayer money to study bat diseases and how they could be transmitted to humans (the

same Gain of Function research.) when do we build the gallows?
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Guillermou Oct 3

Interesting dialogue. Successive US administrations have contemplated the use of nuclear

weapons directed against both nuclear and non-nuclear states. This article focuses on nuclear

warfare against "non-nuclear states."

In 2001, the Pentagon, under President George W. Bush, had envisioned a new generation of

anti-bunker tactical nuclear weapons for use in the Middle East and Central Asia against "non-

nuclear states":

“US military officials and nuclear weapons laboratory leaders [had] urged the United States to

develop a new generation of low-yield precision nuclear weapons…that could be used in

conventional conflicts with third world nations” . “The Bush administration, in a secret policy

review… [had] ordered the Pentagon to draft contingency plans for the use of nuclear weapons

against at least seven countries, naming not only Russia and the “axis of evil” Iraq, Iran and North

Korea Korea but also China, Libya and Syria. Waging nuclear war against non-nuclear states. “Top

secret document”. “Non-Nuclear States” “Allies of America” Scheduled to Wage Nuclear War

Against “Non-Nuclear States”, “Enemies of America”

https://www.globalresearch.ca/dangerous-crossroads-americas-plan-to-wage-nuclear-war-

against-non-nuclear-states/5792889 (09/18/2022)

Moscow says records and other evidence show that US-funded biolabs, which are linked to the

EcoHealth Alliance, the Biden crime family and others, were to be used to send drones packed

with bioweapons to Russia.

The Russian Ministry of Defense claims to have uncovered the names of specific US personnel

who have been involved in the development of biological weapons in the Eastern European

country, although no tangible proof has yet been produced, according to Great Game India.

"Documents attesting to the kyiv regime's plans to use unmanned aerial vehicles capable ofExpand full comment
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Leslie Benjamini Oct 3

Interesting link. Personally I don’t trust anything Hunter Biden & the Biden Crime family is

involved in. I don’t think they have a red line they wouldn’t cross.
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randall stoehr Oct 4

Gui I bet land based Nukes are off the table as the devastation of toxic circles and scars to

the landscape lasts for generations. However the oceans of the world have always been fair

game as nations still use it for target practice and testing results. Bio-bugs are easier.

Albeit nuke-fission bombs effective at intimidations since Aug 6 & 9 1945.

1 Reply Collapse

Guillermou Oct 4

Hi randall stoehr. Did you publish on Dr. Mercola's free website? With what name?
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randall stoehr Oct 4

Hello Gui. I posted under my company name and old CB Radio handle of Wallguy.

I have been a wallcovering and painting tradesman for 42 yrs now. Hence the name

is fastened to me like two coats of dry paint! Your depth and perceptions about

most everything never ceases to amaze me. Keep your radar on full boogie...we my

be in for stormy weather. Rand
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Guillermou Oct 4

Thank you Randall
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grulla Oct 4

Hi "gui", "In 2001, the Pentagon, under President George W. Bush, had envisioned a new

generation of anti-bunker tactical nuclear weapons for use in the Middle East and Central

Asia against "non-nuclear states": I suspect that you may be referring to a neutron bomb:

https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-a-neutron-bomb-604308
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Guillermou Oct 4

“EU HARAKIRI” ON BEHALF OF WASHINGTON. THE NORD STREAM DESTRUCTION, IS THE EC

PLANNING TO DESTROY THE EUROPEAN UNION?

You may want to take note of this recent quote from Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban: “The

armed conflict in Ukraine will continue until 2030, as a result Ukraine will lose half of its territory

and the EU will cease to exist at that time. This conflict could have been local, but due to the

intervention of the West, it became global, as a result of which the EU economy was destroyed.”

On September 27, 2022, several deep-sea explosions destroyed both German-Russian gas

pipelines, Nord Stream 1 and 2. This means that no pressure or reconsideration from Germany's

leaders, Parliament or business community could reverse the decision. of Germany for

sanctioning Russia and for refusing to buy Russian gas.

There is no way that the EU, based in Brussels, together with NATO, was unaware of the

destruction plan. Therefore, this is an act of suicide by the EU, willingly destroying Germany's

economy and with it a large proportion of the European/EU economy, and the standard of living of

Europeans.

So, in order for this Washington-dictated, EU-agreed act of self-demolition to not be reversed,

the two pipelines had to be destroyed. Four explosions in total, recorded by Denmark and

Sweden. Raw gas is coming out of the sea near Denmark. The consequences for the environment

and health cannot yet be assessed.

But the value of the gas leak, after two days, had already been assessed at 2 billion euros.

Indeed, reversing his commitment to Washington to destroy Europe was a risk to the Western

powers aspiring to Empire, the US/NATO. If Germany were to abandon its destructive decision for

ethical or conscientious reasons, in order to protect its population from a predicted "extreme cold

winter" and imploding economy, as we currently see, Western globalization, aka the OWO plan,

would fail.

These pipeline explosions are an open declaration of war on Europe. To the peoples of Europe.

And this, most likely, with the full knowledge of Brussels, that is, the EU Commission, or at least

the head of the EC.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/italy-hungary-eu-clash-nord-stream-destruction-ec-wantonly-

planning-destroy-european-union/5795011 (09/30/2022)
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AnnaM Oct 3

It's very difficult for "them" to face the truth. Dr. Malhotra is a hero!
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Guillermou Oct 3

The science of making money is present with the genocide of genetic weapons against Covid-19 and

they walk together to the Great Rest. We can say that it is more than evident that the globalist elite Big

Pharma-Great Reset is currently committing human genocide, carrying out their eugenic depopulation

agenda. Despite the blackout of big media censorship as complicit killers causing the deaths of

hundreds of thousands of innocent, uninformed, lying victims of killer vaccines, in response, scores of

leading physicians, expert scientists, and whistleblowers who love true science have exposed

corruption at great risk to themselves have been screaming from the rooftops to sound the doomsday

alarm.

Dr. Vladimir Zelenko stated in an interview: "If we follow the advice of some of the 'world leaders,' as

Bill Gates said last year, '7 billion people should get vaccinated,' then the mortality rate will be more

than of 2 billion people. So wake up! This is World War III."

https://www.globalresearch.ca/elite-depopulation-agenda-now-irrefutable/5758148

Furthermore, a growing army of Big Pharma whistleblowers have also courageously shed light on this

much-needed truth of what humanity perilously faces in the coming Dark Winter months, when

millions of victims of democide around the world are likely to be shockingly laid to rest by fatal blood

clots. , strokes, heart attacks, multiple organ failure, cancer, all directly related to and caused by Big's

genetic weapons Dr. Joseph Mercola, exposed the "medical reboot" within Klaus Schwab's NWO

reboot. Dr. Peter McCullough, a leading international cardiologist, internist, and epidemiologist, has

caused quite a stir by claiming in late August 2021 that vaccinated people have a viral load 251 times

higher than unvaccinated people. Dr. McCullough also promotes natural immunity and the benign

drugs HCQ and Ivermectin instead of harmful vaccines, simply stating: We are in the midst of a major

biological catastrophe.

Even the inventor of mRNA and DNA vaccine technology, Dr. Robert Malone, MD criticizes Covid-19

mRNA vaccines as bioethically irresponsible and highly dangerous: We need to confront the data and

not try to cover things up or hide risks. Canadian Dr. Charles Hoffe was horrified to learn that 62% of

his patients, mostly First Nations, experienced permanent blood clot damage after receiving the

vaccine. “Vaccines are experimental by definition. They will remain in Phase 3 trials through 2023.

Recipients are human subjects entitled to free informed consent under Nuremberg and other

protections, including Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly resolution 2361 and FDA emergency

use authorization terms. ”.More than 160 experts criticize COVID vaccines as “unnecessary, ineffective

and unsafe” in a powerful letter

https://www.globalresearch.ca/elite-depopulation-agenda-now-irrefutable/5758148

https://www.globalresearch.ca/160-experts-slam-covid-vaccines-unnecessary-ineffective-unsafe-

powerful-letter/5745907?

utm_campaign=magnet&utm_source=article_page&utm_medium=related_articles
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Sherman Oct 3 · edited Oct 3

Hi Gui, some will find this David Martin history lesson offensive, especially the catholics among

us; however, this needs to be listened to...for some time, seems the "powers that be" want the

culling to continue. Who are those powers? David Martin outlines where this may be coming from

in clear and concise manner here: Dr. David Martin - The Catholic Church & The Illuminati -

https://www.bitchute.com/video/cKQUsOOynXGD/ - He ties many things back to a playbook used

in the 11th century. So while everyone is pointing at Rothschilds and other uber rich, this powerful

https://amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/how-do-vaccines-cause-sudden-death
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nationstate may have been supporting what is now occurring, undetected for over a decade,

under everyone's noses. Several bloggers referred to the Vatican over the past 6 months or

more, lot of missing pieces are in this expose.

2 Reply Collapse

Guillermou Oct 3

Thanks Sherman, also: The Illuminati Plan foresees the deliberate instigation of terrible

calamities, brought on by wars, natural disasters, and urban lawlessness; as a means to

restore the order they have disrupted, our leaders will announce they must impose Martial

Law, suspend the Constitution, our liberties and our freedoms. They will explain that they

have to "temporarily" take away these freedoms before they can restore "Law and Order".

"Law and Order", once it is in play, will replace all other strategies for imposing the global

dictatorship because it will be the "iron fist" that will pummel the opposition to death so the

New World Order can be instituted. All the other strategies were designed to get us to the

iron fisted "Law and Order" stage.

https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-

compound/06/0656E0017C5A226C916B973129795A83_Smoking.Gun.Proof.-.Illuminati.Pla

nned.to.Bring.Down.Our.Culture..3.of.5.pdf
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Guillermou Oct 3 · edited Oct 3

Fifty percent of young adults who get myocarditis from the Covid-19 vaccine will die within five years,

according to Dr. Chris Alan Shoemaker, a former member of the Eastern Ontario COVID Response

Team.

On a recent episode of "The Ben Armstrong Show," the host discussed the potential long-term

consequences of the COVID-19 vaccine that people haven't seen yet. According to Shoemaker data,

about 95 percent of people in intensive care units are fully vaccinated and their immune systems are

now damaged.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/doctor-claims-50-children-who-suffer-myocarditis-due-covid-

vaccination-will-dead-within-5-years/5795279?

utm_campaign=magnet&utm_source=article_page&utm_medium=related_articles ( 01/10/2022)

After interviewing several high-level CDC officials, Dr. Marty Makary, a surgeon and public policy

researcher at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, and Dr. Tracy Beth Høeg, an epidemiologist and

biomedical communications consultant, revealed that the CDC overwhelmingly relies on "weak or

flawed data to make critically important public health decisions," that these decisions "are being

driven by what is politically acceptable to people in Washington or to the world." Biden."

https://www.naturalhealth365.com/cdc-used-flawed-reports-to-manipulate-americans-throughout-

the-covid-19-pandemic.html (09/19/2022)

And as the video reports, Dr. Aseem Malhotra, a British cardiologist who previously supported COVID-

19 vaccines, has been the subject of breaking news for demanding a global halt to the distribution of

the same vaccines he did. once promoted. His late father, Dr. Kailand Chand, a general practitioner,

former Vice President of the British Medical Association (BMA) and his Honorary Vice President, also

took two doses of Pfizer's mRNA injection. Dr. Chand was awarded the honorary Order of the British

Empire (OBE) by the late Queen Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom in 2009. However, six months later,

on July 26, 2021, Chand went into cardiac arrest at home after experiencing chest pain.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/doctor-who-promoted-covid-shots-tv-calls-global-stop-covid-19-

vaccines-study/5795289?

utm_campaign=magnet&utm_source=article_page&utm_medium=related_articles (09/26/ 2022)
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lite33 Oct 3

While I am generally approving of data that debunks the official Covid vaccine narative, one of the ?s I

have is why was this important review paper by what I believe is a London based doctor published in

Journal of Insulin Resistance which is based in 15 Oxford Street, Durbanville, Cape Town, 7550, South

Africa and which has only been a journal since I believe 2015? Since Dr. Aseem Malhotra I believe is

cardiologist and much of the adverse info in paper is on cardiac repercussions, it seems reasonable to

wonder about the expertize in peer review process at a J. focused on insulin resistance to be a fully

credible peer review process. I expect that many other more well established Js that might be more

credible on face value would be unwilling to balk at the "party line" yet in possibly sharing this article

with friends who are less skeptical about Covid vaccines the "packaging" of this paper is not likely to

increase their receptivity to what it points out. I am not vaccinated; am occasionally tempted and yet

expect I will continue to resist. It is a challenging time to confidently see through the haze. Some who

provide debunking info also sometimes package it along with theories about motivations, etc. that can

be a real turn off, but that is just my opinion. Any thoughts on J. of Insulin Resistance? Thanks ...

2 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Leslie Benjamini Oct 3

I believe he said it was the only journal that would publish it. Whatever you do, please do not give

in to temptation to get the shot. You will most probably be committing suicide. There is enough

information out to convince you not to do it. Don’t let where a paper is, or is not, published make

your decision for you. Please just read Dr. Michael Yeadon, (The Most Important Single Message

I’ve Ever Written) or Steve Kirsch, or Dr. Robert Malone, or Dr. Paul Alexander. There are many

others but that’s a start. All of them except Dr. Yeadon have SUBSTACKS & Dr

Alexander posted Dr. Yeadon’s Most Important Message.
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lite33 Oct 3

Thanks Leslie ... that is what I had guessed as reason why. Thanks for your concern and no I

will NOT get vaccinated and have read on this website and others more than enough to be

confident that data reporting has been biased (absolute and relative risk reductions

measures should always be reported for trial data). I did 3 semesters in grad school decades

ago in statistics and research design so have some background in evaluating things.

Unfortunately even articles that explain (without much bias) what absolute and relative risk

reduction are, are often poorly written, hard to understand, and for those who never thought

of themselves as good with math, the eyes can glaze over by the second paragraph.

Particularly following the money trail it is reasonable hypothesis that drug companies will

report trail data in manner that encourages the press to focus only on relative risk reduction,

and to conflate different ways of evaluating "effectiveness" of vaccines. Bottom line for me

has always been about looking at risk/reward in decisions for me, those who I will repeatedly

have contact with, and those who I will have almost random public contact with AND to

attempt to evaluate (what clearly seem to be adverse effects data being under reported). My

answer has and probably given trends continue to be no ... Again thanks, and thanks to Dr.

M. and people who make comments and point to other sources of info/data.

1 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Leslie Benjamini Oct 3

Good. Your chances of even getting this so called disease are negligible so why on

earth would you even consider being a lab rat for these Pharma companies? 😊

1 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Leslie Benjamini Oct 3

Actually I worry the most about shedding from a jabbed person.

4 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Sherman Oct 4

lite33 - you may want to realize Major Economics behind Medical Industry Marketing as this has

been ongoing for several decades: Multi-national corporations (aka Big Phama) advertise in

medical journals, so the editors are beholden to their advertisers not to cast aspersions on their

advertiser's products. Few independents are left. This is why the latest documentary "Safe and

Effective - A Second Opinion (2022), has been so important to get this information out.

Censorship abounds and the bigger the doctor's prestige, the greater the censoring. Malhotra's

father was a highly-respected cardiologist and a journal editor, so you can imagine his shock

when his dad suddenly died about 6 months after he was vaxxed. Here's a link to the latest

Highwire show including an interview with the retired Sky News reporter Mark Sharman followed

by his documentary (assembled and produced on Mark Sharman's kitchen table): FORMER SKY

NEWS EXEC DIRECTS NEW FILM ON VACCINE INJURIES -

https://www.bitchute.com/video/fR9yAEyGnll7/

Reply Collapse

Mary Ann Oct 3

https://expose-news.com/2022/10/04/list-people-murdered-covid-vaccination/

Please read the above.

1 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Guillermou Oct 3 · edited Oct 4

Also: Over a thousand scientific studies prove that COVID-19 vaccines are dangerous, and all

those pushing this agenda are committing the indictable offense of gross misconduct in public

office.

The Medicines and Healthcare Regulatory Agency (MHRA) received advance warning of the large

number of expected adverse reactions prior to deployment, confirming the premeditated nature

of the crime and public conduct offenses then and now. The link's report of damage and fatalities

is extensive and is detailed at the link.

COVID-19 VACCINES: PROOF OF LETHALITY. OVER ONE THOUSAND SCIENTIFIC STUDIES

https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vaccines-scientific-proof-lethality/5767711 (01/21/2022)

2 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Sherman Oct 4

Mary Ann, we have no idea what's actually occurring as the elderly who were initially vaxxed and

boostered are "dropping dead", some are getting recurrence of cancers, others simply fall over.

Most are being categorized as natural causes as few family members are questioning the

unnatural deaths. Actual damage could be much higher.

1 Reply Collapse

Mary Ann Oct 4

Yes we all know many who post vaxx, have either become seriously ill, contracted cancer,

cancer in remission came roaring back, heart attacks, strokes, a fib, vertigo, transverse

mtpyelitis x 2, RSV, sepsis, Parkinson’s…..and those are just the neighbours, friends and

family I know about.

3 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Sherman Oct 4

As horrible as it sounds, It May wake-up a far larger swath of people as they read about

the rich or famous are reporting Covid (Ringo Starr) or getting aggressive cancers or

whatever. This started as a trickle and has been building steam. I know it’s heartless.

They were deceived, drank the kool-aid.

3 Reply Collapse

yaya Oct 3

Controlled demolition of the narrative.

This is an excellent piece from Miri, as always.

https://miriaf.co.uk/the-great-reveal-or-the-boy-crying-wolf/
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Writes dianna1189 dianna1189’s Newsletter Oct 3

"Participants who suffered serious injuries were often simply withdrawn from the trial, and their data

excluded from the results." ..... aka the definition of fraud! It appears that we, the people, are indeed

being victimized by our Government. This is such a coordinated effort like some massive "Black Ops"

program. Who is really behind this coordination? My suspicion is the US Military Industrial Complex in

coordination with the CIA who is doing Big Pharma's dirty work with creating "disinformation as an

enemy/terrorist" formerly known as "free speech in the USA". The CIA has a long history of

shenanigans with large corporations to further their profit margins. Of course, they are also

coordinating everything with WHO. If even one MSM network report a fraction of these findings on

prime time, at least some folks would take to the streets. ..... but then they would be labeled "domestic

terrorists". Democracy is America has become a facade.

3 Reply Collapse

Writes dianna1189 dianna1189’s Newsletter Oct 3

The covid jab should be renamed the Russian Roulette Shot.

1 Reply Collapse

Chris Sivewright Oct 3

What are the ways to protect against the harm of covid?

2 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

JJKennedy Oct 4

Is it possible to detox from the COVID shot from last year?

2 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Gizmo Oct 4

Most of the commenters are just passive aggressive type gloating that they didnt get vaxxed

etc... the vax has helped people and apparently has done worse to others... both are true;

however, the depths of cover up are beyond most and wont come to light anytime soon, at least

not from most of the posts here... i mean its mixed with 5G mind control and Chem trail

followers...

you should assess the c19 impact on you vs possible side effects... Dr M did write steps in

helping the body heal but i dont recall the article and if the steps were anything specific... IF, D

level increase etc ... basically try to stay healthy... maybe others actually want to help others out

besides just pointing fingers and will post solutions ... if not, you can determine the group

mindset in these comment section and look elsewhere...sorry i dont have more to provide you...

best of health to you
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Sherman Oct 4 · edited Oct 4

Gizmo - I don't get it, if you do not know clear answers, why are you commenting?

JJKennedy - myriad ways to detox, depending on what suits your needs. Ivermectin, HCQ, and

other anti-parasitic drugs are being used, also intermittent fasting up to 3-day water fasts to

cause autophagy. Some are using ozone, others are using hyperbaric chambers. Plus in the UK,

they are using blood cleansing techniques.. The FLCCC protocols are available, as well as Truth

for Health website and Yourfreedoctor online help. The basics for boosting immune system

include: vits D3, K2-mk7, mg, zinc and quercetin, NAC may help grab onto and help spikes leave

the body. As you are coming in late, suggest reading the article archives as Dr M has been

posting these basics at the end of numerous recent articles. Otherwise, its appears snarky but

actually its difficult to reply without your being more specific as to what you are already doing.

1 Reply Collapse

Gizmo Oct 4

Well.. why didnt you respond? They are asking and i referred to what i knew and the fact that

most posts are just obsessed chem followers with opinions... but either way, thanks for

additional information... i dont care if we disagree, just trying to help
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Sherman Oct 4 · edited Oct 4

JJKennedy - detox is similar to preventive measures to keep from getting covid, as the shots and

covid are similar, except spike production from the shots lasts way way longer in humans than the

FDA was told. Here's a place to start, look up the vaxx injury info:

https://www.truthforhealth.org/vaccine-injury-resources/

1 Reply Collapse

Sue Dough Oct 4

Fear … not at my age; but that is for me, not my grandchildren. I fought the adherence for vaccines

since their birth and was rejected and am now an outcast by my entire family. Yesterday I viewed a

short film of a school in ?Japan? Of a slew of children who just dropped dead not long after the jab.

The anguish was felt as one parent tried desperately to awaken her child amongst the long row of

bodies. I hope my existence is long enough to witness the extermination of this entire world cabal.

Everyone who took part just to have a job.

3 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Sue Dough Oct 4

My mistake, it was a school in South Africa and the number was 13. Can not post the short film I

guess on this platform; but the absorbed pain is real.
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Philip Sandberg Oct 4

Turtles All The Way Down - Vaccine Science and Myth, this book opened my eyes to ALL the

detrimental effects of ALL vaccines. The Invisible Rainbow opened my eyes to the detrimental effects

of EMF, and of course Dr. Mercola's book EMF*D helped too.
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Allen Oct 4

Very important thread on nanobots chemtrails 5g mind influencing. Description on Bitchute video

covers everything that is going on. https://gettr.com/post/p1t112pbf37
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Allen Oct 4

Very important thread on nanobots chemtrails 5g mind influencing. Description on Bitchute video

covers everything that is going on. https://gettr.com/post/p1t112pbf37

3 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

randall stoehr Oct 4

We have some good long time Doctor friends that have read this and simply said, Too late Dude!

What the heck took him so long? The un-explained death of his father? That was his clue?

I'm not 100% with that point of view, but I can see more clearly now why they feel this way.

2 Reply Collapse

Brenda Oct 4

I haven’t ever had the jab. At the end of August, I was diagnosed with ITP. That’s when your blood

platelets drops so low that your blood stops clotting. I have been in critical condition. I don’t know why

this happened to me. I’ve been trying to stay healthy for years, taking supplements. I’ve never been

really sick before. If you believe, please keep me in your prayers.

4 Reply Collapse

AVOConnell Oct 4

This happened to my mom in hospital a few years back.... make smoothies with ripe papaya and

drink every day. Juice lots of healthy green organic leafy greens, like chard, spinach, and have

you blood drawn to check your platelet count to see it going back up. Firstly pray to God who

heals us by faith. Father God, we touch agree for Brenda's healing throughout her body in Jesus

blessed name. Thank you Father for hearing this my humble prayer. Amen. Be encouraged

Brenda and place your faith in God through Jesus Christ our Lord. Hopefully you have repented

of your sins, baptized in Jesus name and walking according to His righteousness. God bless you.

Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Brenda Oct 4

I’m a Christian and I believe in Jesus Christ. Thank you for your prayers.

Reply Collapse

Guillermou Oct 4

Hi Brenda, DO YOU HAVE A LOW PLATELET COUNT? RISKS & 7 NATURAL TREATMENTS

https://draxe.com/health/low-platelet-count/
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Al 1942 Oct 4

When I first heard of the MRNa shot I told my wife "it sounds like a 'time bomb'".

Looks like I was right, no?
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Writes Open Medicine Medical Choice Community Oct 4

It is a global genocide! Wake up world!
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Linda Oct 4

I was listening to this video through on another computer projecting it to my television and video by

Roger Sheult, MD about the new bivalent vax auto started with a caption underneath that said,

“Covid-19 vaccine-Get the latest information from the CDC”. Scheult prefaced his presentation stating

he was neither pro con. I didn’t listen to find out.

By the way, totally unrelated, but does anyone know if 3 milliliters of a 1% solution of methylene blue

will stain teeth or if it could be taken in solution with or with a chaser of ascorbic acid?

2 Reply Collapse

markuzick Oct 5

I mix my MB with all kinds of nutrient and herbal powders in one large, ghastly drink. Mixed like

this, it doesn't even stain my mouth; skin; or kitchen counter if it spills; yet I can see in the

bathroom that it's well absorbed. I take 1 ML twice a day. You should at least dilute those 3 MLs

into some water to reduce staining your mouth. ( Do not use MB that isn't pharmaceutical grade.

)
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Linda Oct 5

Sir, I can't thank you enough for replying to my comment. I will be using USP grade MB.

If you don't mind one more query: How large is your ghastly drink and does it contain

ascorbic acid or some form of vitamin C. (Dr. Gonzalez-Lima said that ascorbic acid was

helpful)?
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APilgrim Oct 4

To All Believers in God, no matter where you are, here in our Home Planet Earth...

Let us All Constantly & Sincerely pray EVERY day for these Enemies of Mankind & the Accomplices

(EMA), that God's Holy Spirit FILL their Hearts & Consciences.

From these Covid & other global developments, it's clear that EMA will not just back off nor will it

stand down just like that, despite their having been proven wrong by the overwhelming reality &

numerous scientific evidence proving the Covid Shot is not only deadly, but also PROLONGS (&

facilitates emergence of MORE variants) rather than CONTROL then END this pandemic.

So, let us All KEEP PRAYING, RESISTING all attempts by EMA to mislead us All.

>>> From the Book of St. John, Chap8, ver 31 -32:

31 Then Jesus said to those Jews who believed Him, “If you abide in My word, you are My disciples

indeed. 32 And you shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.”

Indeed FREE from confusion & free from deception, IF we remain connected to God & His teachings.

It's really a BIG question ... why are EMA still so very persistent when, many times, the GOOD GUYS

have been proven RIGHT? From what i've learned from my spiritual readings, i suppose it's the doing

of the Master Deceiver Himself - El Diablo!

Thus the need for LOTS & LOTS of prayers! Also, let's all keep on praying for the constant Guidance &

Protection for our heroes Dr. Joseph Mercola & all the Sincere Doctors, Scientists & Others

throughout the world!!! Let's SHARE THESE WITH OUR RELATIVES

& FRIENDS, SO THEY WILL COME TO REALIZE THESE THINGS!!!
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JM Oct 4

My friend's niece traveled to the US from the Netherlands specifically to get the Pfizer shot. In a few

weeks, she started getting vague pains that baffled the doctors. They decided to do exploratory

surgery. Right before the procedure, her heart stopped, but they revived her and did the surgery

anyway. Her heart stopped again, and she died. Another friend's cousin got the shot and the same

thing happened--vague pains, then death. My Israeli friend told me that her best friend from school

got his booster and was found dead in his kitchen 24 hours later. Since he lived in Israel, he obviously

got the Pfizer.
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Maurice Gatien Oct 4

If - and it's a big "if" - vaccines were great and were going to be a permanent solution, why would

governments leave them to be manufactured (at profit) by large companies - instead of (like public

transit, like electricity), setting up the vaccine manufacturing under public auspices? The underlying

business model, based on a for-profit motive, is deeply flawed. And that's assuming (and the

assumption is questionable) that the vaccines are a good thing. If they're a bad thing (and that is likely

the case), the business model becomes even more questionable. This is not a "Science" issue - it's a

Business issue. It's amazing that no one at Harvard Business School (or any other campus) has pulled

apart the business model and revealed it to be abusive toward the people paying for it.

1 Reply Collapse

mrrobb Oct 4

Experts believe that a very high percentage of cancers are related to the environment (that is, not due

to genetics.) This includes things like chemicals, smoking, and EMF.

Eighty percent of cancer is related to the environment

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/642654/

Often the response from the RF industry and industry-biased scientists to studies showing harm is

that there are few studies on humans or epidemiological evidence. This argument is flawed -- it is

illegal to perform experiments on humans and even fruit flies are credible subjects to examine.

NOT JUST GENETICS! Environmental Toxins (including Cell Phone & Wi-Fi Radiation) Can Increase

Breast Cancer Risk Too!

"The fundamental challenge to researchers and policymakers remains this: we seldom can identify

specific distinct causes of breast cancer through public health research. Yet every proven cause of

cancer in humans has also been shown to cause cancer in animals when adequately studied.

Policymakers have agreed that in order to prevent cancer in humans, we should rely on experimental

findings.

We cannot wait for sufficient numbers of illnesses or deaths to amass when we already know that

certain compounds and professions increase the risk of breast cancer in women. Acting to control or

restrict such exposures is critical in order to control disease.”"

https://www.activistpost.com/2022/10/not-just-genetics-environmental-toxins-including-cell-phone-

wi-fi-radiation-can-increase-breast-cancer-risk-too.html
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Guillermou Oct 4

Hi mrrobb. Dr. Ryan Cole, a board certified pathologist and owner and operator of an Idaho-

based diagnostic laboratory, has released shocking new information on how coronavirus

“vaccines” are causing a massive “spike” in autoimmune diseases and Cancer.

‘20 TIMES INCREASE’ OF CANCER IN VACCINATED PATIENTS

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/idaho-doctor-reports-a-20-times-increase-of-cancer-in-

vaccinated-patients/
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mrrobb Oct 6

Thanks Guillermou , and hi to you and Spain.. From getting cold Canada eh...:)

Reply Collapse

PaPa Oct 4

Striving for truthfulness and wisdom, I collect and connect "dots." And I consider the allocation and

sequencing of "dots." The master dot is often, "Cui Bono" (who benefits)? IMHO - COVID-19 was

about the money and debt created. The Federal Response to COVID-19, as of 08.31.2022, $4.0 Trillion

dollars. $4.0 Trillion dollars. https://www.usaspending.gov/disaster/covid-19?publicLaw=all Cui Bono?

3 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Brandon is not your bro Oct 4

“C’mon man”…. We know the data , it’s obvious . We need excellent attorneys, term limits and an

honest election.

2 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

todd@butlerinsurance.in Oct 4

It continues to blow my mind the absolute stupidity and insanity of pushing a truly untested unknown

chemical cocktail shot the elitists want to call a vaccine. Just this morning, Press Secretary of the

Dept of Defense, Admiral John Kirby stated that because he got the shots and boosters if minimized

the impact of the symptoms he has now with Covid!!! Is he really that big of a dumbass, drinking the

Kool aide, being told by (?) to say this or just that ignorant that there is ZERO proof these toxic

cocktails minimize Covid symptoms! I am not a medical doctor but do know enough that as it mutates

it becomes less virulent. I am 100% convinced and have been from day one that my healthy organic

life style will fight off Covid. I did get the Delta version in Nov 2021. It was just like a bad flu with me

back to work in 4 days!!! Now my immunity blows away anyone stupid enough to get these shots!!!

Sadly it is going to take some elitist who has a spouse or child who after getting this crap put into their

body that then has a life changing side affect before this changes!!!
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Earl Oct 4 · edited Oct 4

#1 we were lied to by FDA, CDC.

#2 we were censored. our doctors were forced to repeat CDC FDA BS

#3 multiple Nuremberg Code violations by our government and by our employers.

#4 the FDA CDC Pfizer etc COVER UP

#5 regulators enriched by those regulated

#6 source of virus covered up

#7 Chinese virus, masks, tests, vaccines (ref Dr Naomi Wolf’s Substack, re genocide) and

COMMUNIST POLICIES

#8 Southern border opened, DEADLY drugs and human trafficking rampantly out of control

#9 $BILLIONS to fund the death “to the last man” of the people of dims’ money laundering state.

#10 Leaders pushing for NUCLEAR WAR over a non allied corrupt state - hoping for planet saving

nuclear winter(?)

#11 Farms being shut down across Europe and USA. Baby formula unavailable.

#12 energy resources being shut down and sold off.

This all appears TOTALLY orchestrated with China AND Russia (Putin) to reduce populations.

While the Trump admin did not support mandates, numerous Nuremberg Code violations were

allowed and we know these death vaccines were fast tracked.

Recommend kdh water filters Post RO.
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Seeking Answers Oct 4

Correction to: Abstract 10712: Mrna COVID Vaccines Dramatically Increase Endothelial Inflammatory

Markers and ACS Risk as Measured by the PULS Cardiac Test: a Warning

Originally published21 Dec 2021https://doi.org/10.1161/CIR.0000000000001053Circulation.

2021;0:CIR.0000000000001053

This article corrects the following

In the abstract by Gundry, “Abstract 10712: Mrna COVID Vaccines Dramatically Increase Endothelial

Inflammatory Markers and ACS Risk as Measured by the PULS Cardiac Test: a Warning,” which

published online on November 8, 2021, and appeared in the November 16, 2021, supplement of the

journal (Circulation. 2021;144:A10712. doi: 10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712), several corrections are

needed.

Meeting Abstracts are reviewed and selected by the American Heart Association Committee on

Scientific Sessions Program. Although Abstracts are considered preliminary research and no

guarantee as to their accuracy or reliability is given or implied, after potential errors in the above-

referenced abstract were brought to their attention, the Committee raised these concerns with the
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referenced abstract were brought to their attention, the Committee raised these concerns with the

author, who provided the following corrections:

The title of the abstract has been revised to “Observational Findings of PULS Cardiac Test Findings for

Inflammatory Markers in Patients Receiving mRNA Vaccines”.

A number of typographical errors have been corrected, including changing “PLUS Cardiac Test” to

“PULS Cardiac Test” and replacing “=/-” with “+/-”.

The sentence “Our group has been using the PLUS Cardiac Test (GD Biosciences, Inc, Irvine, CA) a

clinically validated measurement of multiple protein biomarkers which generates a score predicting

the 5 yr risk (percentage chance) of a new Acute Coronary Syndrome (ACS).” has been revised to

read “This clinic has been using the PULS Cardiac Test (Predictive Health Diagnostics Co., Irvine, CA)

a clinically utilized measurement of multiple protein biomarkers, which generates a score predicting

the 5 yr risk (percentage chance) of a new Acute Coronary Syndrome (ACS) called the PULS Score.”

The sentence “Recently, with the advent of the mRNA COVID 19 vaccines (vac) by Moderna and

Pfizer, dramatic changes in the PULS score became apparent in most patients.” has been revised to

read “Recently, with the advent of the mRNA COVID 19 vaccines (vac) by Moderna and Pfizer, we

tracked the changes of the PULS score and three of the inflammatory markers it measures in all of our

patients consecutively receiving these vaccines.”

The sentence “A total of 566 pts, aged 28 to 97, M:F ratio 1:1 seen in a preventive cardiology practice

had a new PULS test drawn from 2 to 10 weeks following the 2nd COVID shot and was compared to

the previous PULS score drawn 3 to 5 months previously pre- shot.” has been revised to read “A total

of 566 pts, aged 28 to 97, M:F ratio 1:1 seen in a preventive cardiology practice had a previously

scheduled PULS test drawn from 2 to 10 weeks following the 2nd mRNA COVID shot and was

compared to the pt’s PULS test drawn 3 to 5 months previously pre-shot.”

The sentences “Each vac pt’s PULS score and inflammatory marker changes were compared to their

pre-vac PULS score, thus serving as their own control. There was no comparison made with

unvaccinated patients or pts treated with other vaccines.” have been added to the description of the

methods.

The sentence “These changes resulted in an increase of the PULS score from 11% 5 yr ACS risk to

25% 5 yr ACS risk.” has been revised to read “These changes resulted in an increase of the pre vac

PULS score of predicted 11% 5 yr ACS risk to a post vac PULS score of a predicted 25% 5 yr ACS risk,

based on data which has not been validated in this population.”

The sentence “At the time of this report, these changes persist for at least 2.5 months post second

dose of vac.” has been removed from the description of the results.

The sentence “No statistical comparison was done in this observational study.” has been added to the

description of the results.

The sentence “We conclude that the mRNA vacs dramatically increase inflammation on the

endothelium and T cell infiltration of cardiac muscle and may account for the observations of

increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other vascular events following vaccination” has been

revised to read “In conclusion, the mRNA vacs numerically increase (but not statistically tested) the

markers IL-16, Fas, and HGF, all markers previously described by others for denoting inflammation on

the endothelium and T cell infiltration of cardiac muscle, in a consecutive series of a single clinic

patient population receiving mRNA vaccines without a control group.”

These corrections have been made to the current version of the abstract, which is available at

https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712.
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Capt. Randall Oct 4

Vaxxxed or unvaxxed, hospitals killed countless individuals through a purposefully lame "standard of

care"; ventilators/fake antivirals but skipped forbidden HCQ/ivermectin, Vit D, IV Vit C, nebulized

H2O2/NAC, Zn/Se/Mg. And even before hospitalization media terrorism plowed the fields of human

consciousness, slashing immune strength along with common sense among the naive and junk-info

eaters..........Ain't that the case with most of the rest of pharma medicine?
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Sherman Oct 4 · edited Oct 4

Yes Capt'n, The deception has been sad and totally unavoidable. Dr Lee Merritt went on in a

recent interview as to how it appears they want to keep the populace riddled with parasites (not

you or your dog of course!) by withholding common treatments that amounts to 6 older drugs,

many available over the counter in third world countries. This leaves the populace here weak and

tired...who knows for what end, except to consume more of their poisons with crazy side effects.
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Guillermou Oct 4

Yes, Dr. Ardis Show: "Hospital protocols are dangerous, ineffective, and set up to injure and kill

hundreds of thousands of Americans and innocent human beings."

He also criticized health protocols endorsed by NIAID Director Dr. Anthony Fauci, including his

promotion of remdesivir, an experimental antiviral drug that failed in human trials, as a treatment

for the Wuha coronavirus.

https://www.brighteon.com/8a1fc3da-7712-49ee-8c83-f8f43d9a5c78

Dr. Robert Malone has revealed that the heads of two government agencies have blocked the use

of hydroxychloroquine as a treatment for the Wuhan coronavirus infection. He named the FDA's

Dr. Janet Woodcock and former BARDA director Rick Bright as responsible, proving Big Pharma's

ties to the FDA, BARDA. “This is the biggest risk of genocide to the human race in history. 'Don't

take it! It's too dangerous. The Government is lying to you.

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-zelenko-we-are-living-through-a-global-bio-weapon-

attack-people-have-the-cure-to-fight-it/

The millions of US healthcare workers who do not trust the 'big pharma mafia' and their still

'experimental injection', and will soon have to make the decision to give in to medical tyranny and

be 'injected' against of their best wisdom or abandon their careers, the comments following that

story offer some outstanding suggestions.

https://allnewspipeline.com/Americans_Need_Alternatives_In_The_Days_Ahead.php

(01/15/2022)

What is manifesting is a growing distrust among Americans who used to trust the establishment

regarding the legitimacy of Western medicine in the era of the Fauci flu. It has been manipulated

and lied so much about the prevention and treatment of covid.

The Chinese virus has revealed much about the true ugly nature of Western medicine. Ironically,

the medical fascism that has really increased in recent years has further damaged the integrity

and reputation of the medical profession under the influence of Big Pharma.
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AVOConnell Oct 4

I have never been a proponent for pharma - I am wholly convinced Jesus called it sorcery in the book

of Revelation 18. When you mix up all kinds of molecules from insects, bats, rats snakes and only God

knows what other abominations and call it medicine and destroy the human body in the name of the

mighty dollar, this my friends is the practice of sorcery - and by the grace of God I stay away from

toxic foods and drugs. The Lord God Almighty Jehovah Rapha, is “The God that heals.” Put your trust

in Him alone, the alternative is WEF.... God bless you friends.
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Jackaroni Oct 4

I can't help but wonder if at least part of the cause for the current labor shortage is that the Covid jabs

have either killed or disabled many of the individuals who make up our labor force.
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John Viddal Wynn Oct 4

We WARNED you over & over and we were always right; Bobby Kennedy jr., McCullough, Malone,

Risch, Tenenbaum, Cole, Wolf, I, etc.,we warned you; see short list of some of the things we warned

you about

Dr. Paul Alexander

https://palexander.substack.com/p/we-warned-you-over-and-over-and-we?

utm_source=profile&utm_medium=reader2

CDC Data & Scientific Study suggest 1.2 million Americans may already have died due to COVID

Vaccination

BY THE EXPOSÉ ON OCTOBER 4, 2022

https://expose-news.com/2022/10/04/cdc-12-million-americans-dead-covid-vaccination/

U.S. Calculated VAERS Data: Over 7.2 Million Hospitalized, 1.2 Million Dead, 2.3 Million Permanently

Disabled 2.1 Million Myocarditis From Vax

True devastation caused by the vaccine according to your own government data. Also the vaccine can

be 98 times worse than COVID-19 for young adults!

https://www.brighteon.com/82a3d9db-7ac7-435e-a493-73f86375e43b

Data published by the CDC combined with a published scientific study suggests that over 1.2 million

Americans my already be dead due to Covid-19 vaccination.

Probably the most comprehensive list of people murdered by Covid-19 Vaccination

BY THE EXPOSÉ ON OCTOBER 4, 2022

https://expose-news.com/2022/10/04/list-people-murdered-covid-vaccination/

This article has been regularly updated since its first appearance on the 19th January 2021, but weExpand full comment
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almond Oct 4

Before this kind of data became available, there were scientific facts about vaccination that were

known by anyone who took the time to do even cursory research. Basically, you cannot have a "clean"

vaccine because, if you filter out all the biological contaminants, you also neutralize the effect of

smaller particles that alter the immune system. health has never been promoted by introducing "filth"

into the body. When you inject the vaccine deep into the body, it bypasses all the natural protective

barriers.
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Guillermou Oct 4

Very true Amond. Corporate controlled 'science' is not really science, but a smoke screen to pave

the way for products that may be harmful or addictive, but what do they care as long as they

make a profit? There are many great scientists, but there are also many who are willing to be

'hired' to 'prove' that something is safe, effective, or does not cause cancer. The EPA, FDA, CDC,

or corporate 'science' associated with Big Pharma and Big Vaccines cannot be trusted

Dr. Robert O. Young, naturopath, nutrition expert, and author. His most popular works are the "pH

Miracle" series of books, which describe his views on holistic healing and an "alkalarian" lifestyle.

This session is about graphene-based nanowires, scaffolds, and pathological blood coagulation

that leads to injury and death. Dr. Young talks about the reception and transmission of this

nanotechnology once implanted in the animal or human and connected through the Wi-Fi and

Skynet network. He also talks about his research on pleomorphism and how it relates to current

health issues and treatments. Additionally, he shares about "post-covid infections diagnosed as

PID or interstitial fluid lung disease that is NOT idiopathic."

VIDEO: GRAPHENE-BASED NANOWIRES, SCAFFOLDING, AND PATHOLOGICAL BLOOD

CLOTTING LEADING TO INJURIES AND DEATHS. Dr. Robert O. Young. Crown Investigative

Committee. Interview with Reiner Fuelmich

https://www.globalresearch.ca/video-dr-robert-o-young-talks-about-graphene-based-

nanowires-scaffolding-and-pathological-blood-clotting-leading-to-injuries-and-deaths/

5788513 (07/30/2022)

A group of independent German scientists also found toxic components, mostly metals, in all the

COVID vaccine samples they analyzed, “without exception”, using modern medical and physical

measurement techniques.

The COVID Vaccine Testing Task Force says some of the toxic elements found inside vials of

vaccines from AstraZeneca, Pfizer and Moderna were not listed on manufacturers' ingredient

lists. The findings “build on the work of other researchers in the international community who

have reported similar findings, including Dr. Young, Dr. Nagase, Dr. Botha, Dr. Flemming, Dr.

Robert Wakeling, and Dr. Noak,” Dr. Janci Lindsay, Ph.D., a toxicologist who was not involved in

the study, told The Epoch Times.

“The number and consistency of contamination claims alone, coupled with the disturbing silence

from global safety and regulatory agencies, is troubling and disconcerting in terms of

'transparency' and the continuing accusations by these agencies that vaccines genetics are

'safe'”. Lindsey added. In the link the metallic elements found.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/unusual-toxic-components-found-covid-vaccines-without-

exception-german-scientists/5791615 (08/22/2022)
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Sierra Oct 4

https://sciencebasedmedicine.org/i-know-you-are-but-what-am-i-dr-asseem-malhotra-rails-against-

covid-19-misinformation/
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JudyC Oct 4

As always, I get just as much information and wisdom (and clarity) from the comment section as I do

from the article. Thanks to ALL OF YOU for your continued willingness to not succumb to the absolute

garbage from our medical “professionals”, Big Pharma, and the DeepState/government and for sharing

your knowledge with the rest of us!
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Charles Oct 4

Can somebody tell me anything that will make me feel less horrible about having gotten all the COVID

vaccines? Or am I permanently doomed for life with no chance of recovering from the vaccines?
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Sherman Oct 4

Charles, you may want to look at my posting above under JJKennedy about how to detox from

the shots. Keep in mind that some shots are blanks, they contain no mRNA. Other shots have

broken capsids encapsulating the mRNA, allowing the mRNA to spill out. No one knows how

these work. These particles may simply be filtered out of the bloodstream by the liver. Its the bad

batches that are of greatest concern. So check out "how bad is my batch" first, my guess is you

may have gotten lucky?

1 Reply Collapse

jaroslav bocek Oct 4

Thank you, Dr., Mercola for this highly informative post.

I would be incredibly happy if you could introduce to your readers a film which I have discovered on

EPOCH TV, the title is: "Under the skin" This film has been produced in Germany in 2021. The main

topic of the film is the presence of aluminium in vaccines.

It is clearly presented that it is the aluminium which causes harm and not the vaccine.
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David A Howard Oct 4

Covid is a smoke screen for radiation sickness (5G)
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David A Howard Oct 4

Google "Contagion is a Myth"
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Writes Donna Donna’s Newsletter Oct 4

Agreed. These are the same symptoms people like myself who have been poisoned with the

heavy metal "gadolinium" used in MRI contrast experience.
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HeLaCellChaos 666 Oct 5

Wow , just WOW... So many sheeple, so little time to educate them all, before the shyte really hits

the fan..

The furin cleavage site alone is smoking gun evidence that Sars CoV2 was a manmade

VIRUS....to say nothing of the 4 novel Hiv-like inserts (see ‘Uncanny similarity of unique inserts in

2019-nCoV spike protein to HIV-1 gp120 & Gag,’ Pradhan et al).... to say nothing of telltale

patents...

Hello... Hello?.... Radiation sickness isn't infectious... Sars CoV2 is...

Hello... Hello?... viruses are visible via electron microscope...

Hello... Hello?... My computer operates via binary code. Malicious binary code is what's known as

(wait for it) computer virus. DNA & RNA have malicious codes too, they're what's known as (wait

for it) VIRAL PATHOGENS....

If anyone....seemingly determined to take humanity back to the middle ages ('germ theory' blah

blah).. seemingly determined to THROW AWAY IRREFUTABLE GENOMIC EVIDENCE OF A CRIME

AGAINST HUMANITY... thinks virologists (armed with gene sequencing computers & molecular

cut & paste technology) can't use malicious codes to weaponized viruses AND to create what

amounts to mRNA smart bombs capable of irreparably polluting the entire human genome ?!?

I've got some swamp land for sale in Florida...

Hello... Hello? Earth to billions of sheeple... This is a battle for survival...

Wakey, Wakey Time...

ENDRANT
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Writes Donna Donna’s Newsletter Oct 5

Radiation sickness is not contagious, but is spreadable via many methods.
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HeLaCellChaos 666 Oct 5

Good to know... maybe you can coat your PC with sunscreen & that will protect it from

malicious binary code? Maybe DNA/mRNA doesn't encode for long Amino Acid chains,

aka Protein? Maybe all we know about molecular biology is myth? Maybe genetics is

just nonsense? Maybe if they coerce people into taking jabs laced with mRNA based

blueprints for Cobra venom, it won't hurt them at all?

Care to volunteer to test that theory?
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Hmmm...didn't realize a PC virus was biological. Good to know. I personally have

been "infected" with gadolinium, which is radiated, but it wasn't contagious. It was

transferred via an injection of MRI contrast. Gadoliniumtoxicity.com
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HeLaCellChaos 666 Oct 5

Hmmm... DNA contains sequence specific, symbolic language.... Ditto

BINARY CODE... In both cases, the ONLY KNOWN SOURCE for this is (wait for

it) Intelligent Design... Computers get infected with malicious viral code... So

too, fleshly biology, in the form of viral pathogens... including novel &

PATENTED viral chimeras created in a lab via CRISPR TECHNOLOGY

While the genetic blueprint for fleshly biology is ideally the ken of a super-

natural , super-intellect, superceding all time/matter/space... That doesn't

preclude Mad $cientists from messing with it... with dire, potentially

apocalyptic results...

xxx

PS: Sorry, if my analogies are beyond you KEN...
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Must be.
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Matt Oct 4

"We the People are the ones who must put a stop to the carnage by educating each other and simply

saying “NO” to these and all future mRNA shots."

And therein lies the rub. Saying "no" comes with a high price for many people. But there is no other

way out. You must kiss your careers, passions and conveniences good bye and save yourselves. You

must starve the beast.

Every person who caves in to save careers, passions or conveniences is feeding the beast, they are

empowering it. This has to stop because by caving, you are inviting a sure and early death.

The courts have made it abundantly clear they are feckless whores for the corporations. They aren't

going to save you. This is war. You can only save yourself by saying "NO." No, NO , NO! No tests, no

masks and no vaccines.
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Writes Donna Donna’s Newsletter Oct 4

I would like to know the potential effects of vaccine shedding onto non vaccinated.
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Felix Markman Oct 4

The lethal injection is perhaps the biggest scam in the history of humanity.
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Joan Hardin Oct 4

This is valuable information. Unfortunate that it will be dismissed, suppressed or ignored by the

powers that be.

JRH

One who had an averse reaction to the Pfizer Covid vaccine
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Bill Oct 4

Just to speed things up, the sabre-rattling over Nuclear warfare might just end it all. Mutual

Destruction could make the Covid bio Weapon look like kids stuff. I was based on the largest top

secret nuclear missile base in North America during the Vietnam War and did nuclear warfare training

in Europe. I believe most people today including congress and the white house have no idea what

happens when you are hit with a nuclear bomb. It is similar to the A-Bomb strike in Japan during World

War 2 but more destructive. The idiots in New York City are now airing a commercial telling you what

to do if a nuclear missile hits there. They say in the commercial to get inside right away. If you are in 1

mile of the blast zone there will be no inside left. And if more then one nuke hits it could flatten NYC.

Might be a good idea to contact your representative in congress to tell them you are not interested in

engaging in a nuclear world war 3.
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Angela Jimenez Oct 4

I just got put in FB jail for posting this. Too bad no one will see it. This crap is unbelievable.
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Eugene Oct 4

Dr. Malhotra, thank you for being Brave in comming out with Real Science that proves the harmful

effects including death that other Pathologists have proven thru Autopsy that the Vaccine is cause of

death. A Global Federation of Medical Professionals needs to be established to present the Real

Science that prove the Vaccines are not only deadly, but a Bioweapon meant to depopulate as has

been previously announced. Lawless Govt caan't be feared to bring change and to preserve

Civilization.

Thank you Dr. Malhotra
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Cynthia Morrison Oct 4

Disclaimer: The entire contents of this website are based upon the opinions of Dr. Mercola, unless

otherwise noted. Individual articles are based upon the opinions of the respective author, who retains

copyright as marked.

The information on this website is not intended to replace a one-on-one relationship with a qualified

health care professional and is not intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of

knowledge and information from the research and experience of Dr. Mercola and his community. Dr.

Mercola encourages you to make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in

partnership with a qualified health care professional. The subscription fee being requested is for

access to the articles and information posted on this site, and is not being paid for any individual

medical advice.
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Brian Doss Oct 4

Killing people in wars cost more and kills off the young tax payer, killing off the old kills off the tax

burden and sucks their wealth off before it can be left to their kids… 76 million baby boomers adds up

to a lot of wealth that should be going to genXers instead of the health care system…
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Paul Aufschlager Oct 4

I got put in Facebook jail for sharing this article. The truth must get out.
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JT Oct 4

Intentional... ? Or accidental...? That is "the elephant in the room" that everyone is trying not to see.

Are these members of the pharma, medical, government, and media industries ... incompetent ... or

evil...? The result is the same, regardless.

You can't screw-up a country this fast, unless you are doing it on purpose. And you can't kill this many

people with a jab ... unless you are doing it on purpose.

So if intentional, what does that imply? Genocide. Your government and their minions want you dead.

And sooner or later, a vocal majority will come to understand the truth, and will demand severe

punishment for the evil bastards that did this to us. There will be a reckoning....
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Elle Oct 4

When are people going to wake the H*LL up?
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Nostradamus Oct 4

After their 10th booster shot:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/RYDogc1blfFK/
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Jon Grah Oct 5

Honestly, i wish Dr Mercola would encourage users AWAY from over-reliance on "peer-reviewed"

studies to convince some readers that the jabs are potentially deadly. Do you really need a study

after-the-fact to tell you that some gene/cell function-altering substance injected into the

bloodstream [bypassing several layers of mucous membrane] would very likely have adverse, long

term effects on those cells?

I'm not saying peer reviewed studies cannot compliment research in some cases. But bonafide proof

is already in the pudding.
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Laszlo G Meszaros Oct 5

As a biochemist, I would say (and easily prove) that this mRNA jabbing is one of the most foolish/non-

scientific and irresponsible actions medical/pharmaceutical (so-called) professionals ever came up

with.
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Simon Bar Sinister Oct 5

Help deplete the surplus population
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Telly Oct 5

https://t.me/stewpeters/17422
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Telly Oct 5

https://t.me/stewpeters/17419
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HeLaCellChaos 666 Oct 5 · edited Oct 5

... Malhotra is NOT a hero... He's still a coward in my books... When I was a kid the autism rate was 1 in

15,000... Now, one in 40!... No vaccine, I repeat, NO VACCINE... has ever been properly tested using

randomized, long-term, double blind studies with placebo... So what can pro-vaxx Malhotra point to,

in support of his dogmatic belief system, masquerading as science (read $cience)? NOT A GODDAM

THING!!! ...

...Dr Poul Thorsen’s research ostensibly ‘disproving’ the autism & vaccine link was PROVEN

FRAUDULENT (the man belongs in jail!)... Of course, Malhotra won't talk about MMR or CDC

Whistleblower Dr William Thompson... because again he's an allopathic hitman, employed by Big

Pharma Mafia, masquerading as 'fearless truth-seeker'...

...I knew about the autism/vaxx link, 40 years ago... Don't tell me this namby pamby 'faux' hero has no

friggen clue? Malhotra hello? ...Earth to clueless guy? ... You don't inject known neurotoxins like ethyl

mercury, fluoride containing compounds and AAHS ( amorphous aluminum hydroxyphosphate sulfate)

into CHILDREN & call it immune enhancement?!?

...The Salk vaccine was tainted with cancer causing SV40 virus, among other things... Researchers

(guilty of criminal fraud) used statistical sleight of hand, changing the clinical definition of polio, to

make Salk's vaccine appear 'safe & effective' when it was neither!

Talk about having the FOXES guarding the hen-house...You've got vaccine makers (corporate

criminals) controlling the raw data and paying for the (wink, wink) objective studies... And you got

CDC decision makers with conflicts of interests as long as your arm... And that's just for starters

Show me the honest double blind studies pointing to the 'safety/efficacy' of ANY VACCINE .... or shut

your cake hole ch*mp!!!!

Xxx

PS: Dr Ryan Cole is someone I have a much higher opinion of
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Telly Oct 5

https://t.me/stewpeters/17422
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Turfseer Oct 5

Banned on Youtube. Turfseer's Twilight Zone Spoof: Nightmare at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.

President Pfauci finds himself in an underground bunker beneath the White House besieged by anti-

vaxxer forces. https://rumble.com/v1m2x3s-twilight-zone-spoof-nightmare-at-1600-pennsylvania-

avenue-subtitled.html
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I'm reminded that, In the original Gardasil vaccine trials, ‘saline’ injected into the ‘control group’ was

adulterated with neuro-toxic, amorphous aluminum hydroxyphosphate sulfate (AAHS)... Word is, in

subsequent trials of the 'new & improved' Gardasil-9, even higher levels of aluminum adjuvant were

injected into the 'control group', putting naively trusting young lives at risk of developing lifelong

neurologic & demyelinating disorders...

...And don’t get me started about the plight of 12 yr old Maddie de Garay, left paralyzed, suffering

tremors, blackouts, unable to swallow, needing a feeding tube, etcetera , after her parents

‘volunteered her’ for Covid19 ‘vaccine’ trials for kids (read human lab rats). Rather tellingly, Pfizer files

only listed Maddie as suffering 'abdominal pain', post 'vaccination'.

Vaccination isn't 'science' & never has been... It's $cience ... & that's why pro-vaxx prostitutes &

monstrous hypocrites like Malhotra, need to be called out... for continuing to cling to the rotten edifice

of a crumbling paradigm, while the whole shyte-house goes up in flames... Taking most (If present

trends continue) of the planet's children with it...

https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712
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These so called 'doctors & scientists' are bat friggen crazy, in keeping with Gain-Of-Function,

chimeric bat virus, better known as Sars CoV2, replete with telltale furin cleavage site & novel HIV-like

inserts (a surefire sign, a la 'Event 201', of 'Plandemic').. in keeping with Malhotra's unwavering pro-

vaxx stance... commensurate with Einstein's definition of insanity, meaning 'doing the same thing over

& over & expecting a different result'

xxx

PS MALhotra: Being an apple with only a few worms, in a barrel that's rotten to the core, doesn't make

u any less repulsive ...

PPS: 2 minutes for rebuttal (hero???) ... I won't hold my breath...
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